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We in New York State are faced with the State Education

Department mandated re-registration of all preparation programs

for educational administrators in January of 1976. The

re-registration process has two important dimensions; the

restatement of program in specific competence-based format

and the formation-of a tripartite consortium to restate the

.program and to ..monitor the certification, prOcess.

The restatement dimension is rather straightforward.

Each program must contain at least the following elements:

a. Thd program must be stated in terms of instructional
objectives.

b. The rationale and procedures for program evaluation
and renewal must be explicit.

c. The procedures and proceSses for assessing
students must'be specified.

d. The procedureS for counseling students must be
stated.

.
The second dimension is more complex. A tripaptite consortium

made-up of Members from the university, the school districts, .

and the teacher association ior union will devclop the re-regis-
..-'-

tration documents and monitor the implementation of the revised

programs. The problems that arise out%f the consortium

activities are significant and worthy of careful examination,

however that examination is beyond thp scope of this paper.

Currently, we'at the State University of New York at
4

Albany arb,attempting to state the objectives of our program

and are experimenting with various procedures and techniqued

for asses4ng students and for., operating and evaluatinga

competerice-based prOgrvi.
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We are faced with two major assessment dilemmas, that

of deciding what to assess and then how to assess without

resorting tCythe omnipresent laundry list format.: In this

-light then, it is the p se of this paper to describe a

procedure for assessment o the objectives in an advanced

graduate course for educational administrators. The course

is called Community Analysis and is part of a core sequence

fo certificgte and doctoral students. The course is taken

during the residence year. The students have varied back-

grounds in terms of content and depth'of preparation, and in

terMs of oCcupational aspirations.

All features of .a competencLased program, particularly

th assessments, derive from the. careful ,statements of the

o jectives. The objectives'of the Community Analysis course

A e- father complex. Ttle course is not purely cognitive, no

is it purely performance, nor purely affective.' Our first

ask was the establishment of course objectives. 'These.had

o be revised as we, the students and professors, came to

know more,about each other and as the course was more fully

analyzed. Some of the objectives lent themselves to tra-.

ditional forms of assessment. In some cases, it

was necessary to arst.explore with the class, what needed

to by assessed and then devise' appropriate means of assessment.

Cognition lent itself to traditional means of assessment.

The course has a number of lower order cognitive objectives,e) .

c

which are easily assessed. For example, consider the first

, 1

ow.



objective as it was assessed in the take-home final examin-

eition, distributed on the first day of class which was dui

means of making the objectives and assessment of the course
4

explicit and public:

1) In the literature of the social sciences, the
community is defined in many ways. Identify
(author and title) and state fiv (5) definitions
of community. (500 words).

There were also some higher order cog itive objectives

which required the application of facts to a specific situa-

tion. Again from the take-home examinatio :

.4) Discuss with reference to the literature, your
role as an investigator in a field study. (500
words).

wIm plicit in both of these objectives was that they were

to be'completed to the satisfaction of the instructors,subject

to ndgotiation with the student,.

There were objectives which related to skills training

Which were, initially, on a formative level assessed net in

terms of knowledge or performance but rather in terms of

Jr-
experience. The skill's were taught in a labonetory situation

and the assessment was simply a record of participation in

the experience. A summative assessment of the skills was

deferred until later in the course when the students. were

doing the field work. The objective as it appeared in print

looked like this for one.set of skills:

Upon com6letion of this training unit you will lie able to:
- identify and use five (5) basic communication skills
- determine the appropriate use bf any of these skills
in.speCific situations.*

o.

R Adapted from the Instruc Suporv' TT:aling Program
developed by Boyan et al, U. w S a Barbara, 1973

4
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Bub the assessment was through attendanee_atthis'training

session and self-apsessment. This obviously was formative

in nature.

' Once the cognitive materials had been mastered, at

least on the lower levels, and the skills had been intro-

duced, at least on an experiential 1evd1, the group was

'ready for a jor performance objective. The objective was

- defined, m de public and negotiated with, the,plass. In

retrosped it can be stated that the objective was that:

Th Community Analysis class will conduct a
parative study of decision making in two

institutions using as an entre the perfoance
f organizational development studies which meet
he needs of the respective organizations. These
studies will reflect the learnings,of the first
part of the course.

The assessment df ttlis complex objective was accompli hed

in a series of activities related to the various phases of

the field study. As the work at tlio separate institutions

went through the phases of initiaVcontact, client problem

definition, negotiations for resources available to accomplish

problem solut.ton,"specifications of objectives of. the

organizational development consultancy, data (lathering, final

report development, and presentation of the report. There were

constant discussions among students and between students and

the professors over the way particular ,jobs were to be and

were in fact done. Sometimes these'discussions focused upon

the performance of individuals' and sometimes upon, the progress



of tie class as a whole or 'wok team within the cldss.

Additional opportunities ,for assessment developed
0

;aft; r the reports of the organizational development studies

have, been written. The assessment took the f rm of study team

discussibn of whose name would appear on the f t report,

the criteria for inclusion being based upon contributions made.

At,this point the two client " organizitions received and

reviewe the .final reports of the 'organizational development

studies. They provided the clasi with.feedbackregarding

their satisfaction-faith the reports.

Once the two organhttional studies were completed and

the results reported to the clients, the class then had .to

prepare the comparative analysis of deabion making in the two

client organizations. To accomplish this a new round of

discussions /negotiations took place. ,As these discussions

and the\Kork activities resulting frOM the discussions went

on, there were continual feedback sessions among individuals,

between students, between studentC.and professors and between

the class as a.whole.and professors as to the progress of

the report and the contributions made by, individuals.



On two occasions during this peridd a two hour period was

spent' by the class reviewing the professors' role in leading
cY

the class. On the seerd occasion a form Was employed to make

a record of individual perceptions which might,pave been lost

in the general discussion. As we have used the terms evalua-

tion and assessment, this was an evaluation of the progress of

the course and not and assessment of students.

Finally, after the class. had as a whole produced three

documents, the 'two studies of organizational development

problems'and the comparative study of decision making, which

were satisfactory to the class and to the professors, a final

feedback session occtrred.
t.

Prior'to the final feedback session each student was

asked to prepare a short statement outlining.ttleir contribution

. -

to the studies. It was to be ortanized around three areas.

First, the individual's contribution in terms of scholarship.

Second, t e individual's success in meeting obligations to the

group, attending meetings, performing chores assigned by the

group, volunteering for chores and so forth. And, thirdly,

the'individual's mode of operation within the group. Thepe three

categories were supplemented by guidelines as appended to this

paper. The self evaluations were to include statements of what

the individuals actually did in behavioral term followed by the

individual's judgement of the value of that contribution.

On the day ofthe final evaluation the class was divided ,

into two groups. MC profesdors functioned as facilitators

8 `,
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confining their activities.to time keeping and'monitoripg the

discussion* to keepthe topic in. focus. The first activity was

to have each person's self assessment statement passed to the

one person left. The person who now:Veld the self evaluation
rt
had three minutes to read it and append a written, signed

commenteither in support or in modification of the self assess-
,

ment or on topics nit covered by the self assessment. The only

restriction was that the comment had to refer to specific

behavior in order to support any positive or*negative judgement.

At the end of three minutes the papers were again passed to the

left and so forth until all had seen and commented upon each

self assessment. When the papers had returned home the group

had five minutes to Aad and prepare a summary, to.be delivered

chill,. It was suggested that the. summary should include a

brief statement of what the individdid, a selectionof

positive comment and finally a statementfrom the individual as

to what the individual feels should be improved' in terms of

self growth. Following the individual's sumniary ahis or her

own assessment:and the reaction to it, there was time for a few'
. ,

#

minutes of further discussion by the groull)Cor clarification.

V
When everyone had had their r when the allotted five

minutes had eNpired, the person immediate y to the right of the

'person whose assessment was being discus was ch'arged with

paraphrasing what had taken place during the oral portion of
/ o .

the assessment. As stated above,' the instructors confined

thsir participation to time keeping and Rceping the discussion

on the subject and inehavior terms.

4



The'. results of these self assessments as tested against

the group were most 4.nteresting. In some cases contributions

which individuals made which had not come to the attention of

the professori were revealed.. In some cases the group brought

out .the lack of contribution although the individual inr

question had left a favorable impression with the instructors.
i-

Generally, h9wever, it was clear thatothe.percelkions of the

students and the professors were very close. The final assess-

ment Would not have been substdntially different if Lt had been

made.by either one of the instructors, or by the class. In one

Jo case a person's self assessment was much better than that with

which the group or the professors would credit thatIperson. .In

several cases the individual's self assessment ihks less than

that of the class or the professors. It was abundant ry clear

that individuals made differing contributsioons to the class.

They did dif etent things. Contributions which were considered.

equally worthy were very different in nature;

There were some students who organized the group,.that is

whd recruited people:to accomplish tasks. There were)..those who

made external contracts for,/the claSs. There were thoSe who
a

planned the work of the group. There were tho who wrote..

There were those who researched and there were these, the

majority,-who did combinations of these and other tasks but

usually with an emphasis in one area.

These forms of assessment, paper and pencil tests of lower
r

and higher ord'er cognition, attendance at initial experiences,

the produCtion of a product to assess performance and self

1-0



assessment as tested against the perceptions of the group
AI%

gave the profedbors and the clyp great deal of' confidencd

4111%

in their procedures. Within the usual differences of opinion

as to specifics the paper. and pencil tests picked up the ;

degree
w
to which individuals had mastered the theoretical bAse.

VP

Attendance at the laboratory sessions was as precise an assess-

ment of the skills being taught as was possible at the

This formatiVt assessment was fdllowed by assessment of more

SUidmative nature through cOntinuous_.informal feedback sesdlions .

as the skills were applied. The product was assessed bhscally

by external organizations. They had a need and the prodlipt
. .

had to meet theit need. In a sense the orgahizational develop4.-
*

ment studies done for the outside organizations were alb

summatiive assessments of the application of the cognitive.

objectives of the earlier parts Of the program to a real situa-
.

lion. The self assessment as tested against the perce tions

of others served to pick up and point out the cempetelwes

about which there were dIfterences of opinion.
/IP

. .These procedureS Allowed assessment to focus onjareas of

Importance and significance to thelirofessors and the students.

Objectives which were accomplished without difficulty were

informally self assessed. "Such self assessment was checked

bath informally and in formal situations by peer 411d pro-

fessional perceptions.

atamistic laedry list

time was not 'spent going ,through an

of objectives.

The following chart relates the type of , oligective to

the assessment.':

4
4



TYPE;Oi. 013JECTIE FORM 0F ASSESSMENT
. doom roommorfteseeminWidiZAMEwSiiiWalrallIMPIMINP1101111111FINMPIONIMLOrldlINIIMINAPAPR

.Cognitive Objectives
for students.,

J41011,1110111L111111111111

.

*..Paper and pencilyiests

zuravomPlormolrormll isaimmmew

introduction to skills' Attpndance at all experience
for students;

..6............;r..a.amaraams.ftssaft----amnaloarreasiftworumwram

. Performanda obje% ctives
for students ."

awassnorertareweaus

Complex of objectives
which combined knowledge,stills and, attitudes and

a) outside review of
product

b) peer discussiori (informal)'

S

c) pee'r committee review

d) student professor
conferences

oximpoImilMON=30114,1114111122111111116111CrigillrAimPosOPINIMMOMPO11711861100111rx,

Self evaluation totted against
peer perception

were correlated to
individual.student needs.

a
0/1641MMWIWYMMWMINMOMMMIAMMIWOIROMMIlat,ftrWW,MIWMMVII7ilMW1SIORIWICIO

01111111101111 it;h VALCWINASFICK .0MINISAa44e.VotetfUr.a,W.. lotwincitikwalltaft40.1+610
a

Course instrAdtional a) professors in student
obje0:ives

b)

fishbowl

written evaluation

.9
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